Renewable Electricity Standards Deliver Economic Benefits. The clean energy economy continues to grow, creating new job opportunities for tens of thousands of Americans along the way. Learn more about the growth of the Economic Benefits of Investing in Clean Energy Center for Jobs and the Economy. The Clean Energy Economy will be a major contributor to America's economic growth. The 99 nuclear reactors in the U.S. generate substantial domestic energy, supporting local economies, creating jobs, and moving America toward a cleaner, more reliable energy future.

Energy Tomorrow - jobs growth and security Harvey Aboeuleta: Clean energy industry creates jobs, helps state economy grow. 7:00 PM, Aug 15, 2015. columnists. In Knoxville, clean energy is making a splash, and you can see the evidence in the number of jobs created in the industry. renewable energy resources supports local economies, creates jobs, and moves America toward a cleaner, more reliable energy future. AEE News California has Largest Advanced Energy Industry in Clean Jobs PA shows that while the clean energy sector is a significant employer in the state, it falls far short of its potential to drive economic growth and add jobs.